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Abstract—Self-efficacy is a perceived competence in performing a particular task, and science self-efficacy can determine the engagement to students' science learning. Based on the theory of learning life approach, this study proposed a conceptual framework to clarify the role of information and communication technology (ICT) on forming science self-efficacy. Furthermore, we compared the difference between boys and girls in the pathways in the proposed framework. 15-year-old secondary school students in China released by Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (PISA) in 2015 were as the participants. After weighting, there were 790,611 secondary school students involved in this study (415,066 boys and 375,545 girls) to test the model fit with structural equation models and multi-group analysis by using Lisrel 8.80. Results showed that: 1. The correlations between science self-efficacy and ICT self-regulated ability, out-school ICT science learning behavior, and inquiry-based teaching were significantly positive related. Science self-efficacy was significantly negative correlated with out-school ICT leisure activities. 2. The proposed framework not only had ideal model fit on the whole participants but also on boys and girls. 3. The coefficient of boys of positive impact of out-school ICT leisure activities on ICT self-regulated ability, out-school ICT science learning behavior on science self-efficacy, and the positive impact effect of out-school ICT leisure activities on the indirect positive impact of science self-efficacy were all lower than girls. According to our findings, it is suggested that teachers should not only use inquiry-based teaching strategies in science classrooms, but also encourage students to independently apply ICT's scientific learning behaviors out-school, which is particularly important for girls.

Index Terms—Science self-efficacy, ICT, PISA 2015, Structural equation modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Self-efficacy refers to the individual competence evaluation on whether one can complete a certain task or not [1]. Educational psychology regards the variable as a learning motivation type which students put into a particular subject [2], and each subject has its own corresponding self-efficacy, such as science, math and English self-efficacy. The emphasis on education across the world in recent years drove many researchers to enter the study on science self-efficacy and gave rise to many findings: science self-efficacy not only determines the students' commitment to learning [3]-[5], but also has a long-term influence on their degrees related to science as well as their career choices [6], [7]. The result of the longitudinal study on the university first-year students in some particular subjects by Larson et al in 2014 showed that the science self-efficacy can obviously forecast the results of obtaining a degree after controlling the initial effect from their high school science academic performance and the scientific aptitude [8]. The result of one longitudinal study on senior high school students who are going to enter into college and choose their majors related to science shows that the extents of science self-efficacy change are closely related to their tendency of occupations related to science, and the students with stable self-efficacy or on the increase are more willing to engage the science related jobs in the future [9].

The future society needs more science and technology talents [6], [10], therefore, the educators should attach more importance to science self-efficacy, so as to improve the probability of choosing science related majors and willing to put efforts into them. The key problem is how to cultivate students’ self-efficacy. Although Bandura, the founder of self-efficacy, has provided four influencing factors on self-efficacy: direct success-failure experience, observing others' experience, importance of people's words and psychological states [1]. However, how to implement these four factors into the practical education has been rare discussed. Besides, the latest study found that the factors affected self-efficacy will be changed within different environments [11]. This suggests that it is still necessary to investigate the pathway of the influencing factors on science self-efficacy for Chinese students. Furthermore, when students make the decision on choosing the major in the university, the obvious gender difference is existed: boys prefer engineering majors and girls are tend to the humanities majors, which leads to force girls to engage the low-tech jobs and further deepen the girls' weak position in the labor market [12]. Since science self-efficacy has a great influence on major selecting for students in the future [13], clarifying the difference of the pathway of science self-efficacy between boys and girls will be the ground work to eliminate the imbalance of scientific major between genders.

There are some studies on formation pathway of students' self-efficacy, but many of them are author's experience or the extended views based on Bandura Theory [14], [15]. These arguments still need substantial evidence to be verified the feasibility and the effectiveness. Although some master's theses have carried out science self-efficacy cultivating works from biology, chemistry and physics areas [16]-[18], the empirical research published in academic journals were rare. It is obvious that there's a need to investigate how to promote science self-efficacy for Chinese students.
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In conclusion, based on the importance of science self-efficacy and the educational purpose of safeguarding the gender equality, we first proposed a conceptual framework which illustrates the pathways from the influencing factors on science self-efficacy. Then, we compared the path differences between girls and boys. Considering the existing research that students are gradually forming the tendency of major selecting from their middle school [10], this study carried out analysis on Chinese students’ data at age of 15 in PISA 2015. Students from four provinces in Mainland China participated in this international survey.

II. HYPOTHESES OF THE PATHWAYS FROM INFLUENCING FACTORS ON SCIENCE SELF-EFFICACY

From the theory of living learning approach of ICT proposed by Erstad in 2012, this study proposed a conceptual framework. In this model, ICT leisure activities has influence on science self-efficacy. The learning lives approach is aiming at eliminating the barriers between the students’ out-school ICT leisure and academic learning at school, so as to give a new explanation for adolescents’ learning in the new media environment [19]. The core concept is “life and learning” which means that learning exists in many daily activities and aren’t just limited in classroom. In respect of the life events, the individuals are moving among various location, and the integrated learning identity is established with the help of ICT during the process. For example, based on the theory, students can take photos for the contents during the class when they learned a new subject concept; and they can discuss with friends by showing the photo in the phone when they take tutoring classes; and then when they go home, they can send the photos to net friends as a leisure theme or get more information about the subject by using internet and conduct a deeper learning. The multiple location transferred between schools, tutoring class and home reflects the whole unified identity of overall learning.

Although the learning lives approach has proposed a new idea of learning, it is a more abstract one. Erstad mentioned that pathway from ICT leisure on school learning is still needed to be clarified [19]. Aiming on this restrict, in this study, we referred to other studies and logical experience to provide the framework as shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate the pathway from ICT leisure to science self-efficacy.

1) Path H1: The influence of out-school ICT science learning behavior on science self-efficacy

This is the Path H1 that students who use ICT to conduct science learning can improve their own science self-efficacy. There are many abstract scientific concepts which often give the frustrating experience to learners. Thus, more and more studies aim to help students to learn science acknowledge by using the ICT. Webb once induced the positive influence of ICT on learning in 2005 [20], which includes promoting understanding of acknowledge, linking the concept of science and real world, cultivating the self-adaptive learning ability, material collecting and communication ability. According to Webb's conclusion, students can better understand the science acknowledge and put them into practice when they conduct science learning by using ICT which also conform to the principle of mastery experience.

Furthermore, Bandura believes that the most important factor affecting self-efficacy is direct success-failure experience which is related to the task proficiency [1]. Since students conduct science learning by ICT, and they may benefit from the increasing of proficiency and gather more successful learning experience, so as to generate positive effect on science self-efficacy. As for the of empirical studies, Meluso et al. conducted game-based learning for fifth-grade primary school students and found that students can learn knowledge from carrying out the scientific number games as well as applying the knowledge to practice and us them in the virtual world over and over again so that they improve their own science self-efficacy [21]; Chen et al. believe that ecosystems multi-user virtual environment allow students to design the science experiments and observe by themselves, which helps students to learn science better [22]. Therefore, the research group build the ecosystems virtual environment for multi-user and inspect the results of this system for high school students. This research found that the higher participation degree of ecosystems multi-user virtual environment students put in. The higher science self-efficacy students will get.

2) Path H2: The influence of ICT self-regulated ability on out-school ICT science learning behavior

ICT self-regulated ability refers to the media mastery degree which the individual believes he can master by ICT planning and executing specific behaviors when he needs resolve problem by using ICT [23]. According to the idea of Friedman and Nissenbaum in 1997, the ICT self-regulated ability will affect the individual’s intention to use ICT to conduct specific behaviors [24]. The individual will believe this media with highly operating complexity when the ICT self-regulated ability is low, thus the using is decreasing. Moreover, the result of Technology Acceptance Model research showed that the individual with higher perceived ease of use, will have strong intention to use technology [25]. Since the easier operating degree represents the higher media independence ability, and based on the result of Technology Acceptance Model, can be speculated that there’s an obvious relationship between ICT self-regulated ability and ICT
behaviors. In short, the students' independence ability should be the key factor to use ICT in science learning behavior; and for the students lack of independence ability, it's hard to use ICT into their science learning activities.

From this we proposed the H2 path represent that there's a significant correlation between students' independence ability and ICT science learning behaviors; the higher ICT self-regulated ability students have, the more likely they are to use ICT science learning behaviors.

3) Path H3 and H4: The influence of out-school ICT leisure and ICT self-regulated ability on science self-efficacy

The path H3 is that, in the respect of logical empirical corollary, the ICT self-regulated ability will be increased nature when individual often carry out ICT related behaviors, then the correlation of two variables are quite evident and the variables are research supported by the former empirical [26]. Besides, this research supposed that the out-school ICT leisure activities can be correlate with science self-efficacy by the serial mediation of ICT self-regulated ability and out-school ICT science learning behavior, which combining is set as H4. H4 serial mediation path is the supposed tentative formation path after supposing the variables mentioned above such as the out-school ICT leisure activities, ICT self-regulated ability and out-school ICT science learning behavior, which is used for making up the shortage of Erstad’s theory of learning lives approach proposed [19].

4) Path H5 and H6: The moderating effect of inquiry-based teaching

Inquiry-based teaching is an effective teaching method in science sector. Inquiry-based teaching has various definitions, and according to the National Science Education Standard of the US, teachers should guide the students to conduct the following activities: scientific problem guidance, gathering evidence by scientific experiment, answering and explaining the problem on the basis of evidence, assessing their own explanations and displaying their own findings. The process of the inquiry science teaching conform to the nature of science knowledge discovery as well as the abstract principles of science. Thus this teaching method is beneficial improving the science self-efficacy and are supported by many empirical researches [27]-[29].

Differing from the over emphases on the direct influence of inquiry science teaching on science self-efficacy in the past, this research verify the regulation effect of variables on the H1 and H2, that is the out-school ICT science learning behavior can improve students' science self-efficacy, if this path is workable, then add the inquiry science in the class can help students to improve the effect on increasing self-efficacy [27]-[29], since the after-school and campus activities both helps cultivate the students' self-efficacy, might thus to produce interactive positive effect on the science self-efficacy. Moreover, the regulation assumption of inquiry science teaching - H6 in the path H2, that is the ICT self-regulated ability has the positive effect on the out-school science learning behavior, we speculated that the premise of this path to be workable is the students should have the higher self-regulated learning ability, that means ICT self-regulated learning and science self-regulated ability are required to carry out out-school ICT science learning behavior, this case the students are more confident to and prefer to apply ICT while they learn. Considering the former studies has indicated that inquiry science learning promotes the self-regulated learning [30],[31], thus we can properly assume that the class teaching method such as inquiry science can catalyze the positive effects of ICT self-regulated learning on out-school ICT science learning behavior, so that is improves the positive effect greatly.

III. Research Method

This research adopted the secondary data analysis which makes the secondary analysis by using the original data revealed by PISA 2015. The corresponding measurement, Subject background, the corresponding measurement of data, and data analysis are described as follows:

1) Subject Background

This research analyzed Chinese students' data of PISA 2015 which is a cross-border high school student quality assessment programme on the students at the age of 15, high school students from Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong and Jiangsu have participated the programme. Excluded the unanswered or incomplete samples, there are 5,465 samples are included in the analysis,2,773 are boys and 2,692 are girls. 34.4% of them come from cities, 54.4% of them are from towns and 11.2% are from the rural area. According to PISA technical manual the W_FSTUWT will require during statistics estimation of the PISA data [32]. The total number of samples is 790,611 after data weighting, of which there are 415,066 boys and 375,545 girls.

2) The Corresponding Measurement of Used Data

The PISA 2015 data used in this research consists of variable measurement index and the corresponding original items. The variable measurement index is the external measurement variables represent the model of this research, and these indexes are estimated by the corresponding original theme. The variable measurement indexes in this research came through the processing of the item response theory by PISA project group except the scores of out-school ICT science learning behavior s which are calculated in this research and are also named as derived variables [32], and these variables and original themes are available for download in the website of PISA.

3) Science Self-efficacy

In the measurement themes of PISA 2015, the science self-efficacy refers to the students’ competence feeling to some natural science tasks for example explaining why the earthquake frequently occurs in some areas and proposing the potential scientific problems for the health issues reported in the newspaper. And it was named as “SCIEEFF” in data of PISA 2015, and it represents a higher science self-efficacy degree when the value of the “SCIEEFF” is higher. The Cronbach's's of Chinese students is 0.877 which is calculated by this study.

4) Out-School ICT Leisure Activities

According to the measurement contents of PISA 2015, the out-school ICT leisure activities which have nothing to do with school subject learning such as social communication, playing games and downloading files. The out-school ICT leisure activities were named as “ENTUSE”. The higher value it is, the more frequent out-school ICT leisure activities
will represent. The Cronbach's $\alpha$ of Chinese students of out-school ICT leisure activities original items is 0.878.

1) ICT Self-regulated Ability

According to PISA 2015, ICT self-regulated ability refers to the self-mastery degree when the students need to use ICT.

The Cronbach's $\alpha$ of Chinese students out-school ICT science learning behaviors is 0.865.

3) Inquiry-Based Teaching

Inquiry-based teaching refers to the frequency of inquiry-based teaching used by teachers during the process of class learning. The relevant tasks in PISA 2015 include: “whether the students have the chance to explain their own ideas; students should make conclusions through the experiments by themselves”.

class. The Cronbach's $\alpha$ of Chinese students is 0.875 after the calculation by researcher.

4) Data Analysis

PISA selects the school first and then students who are selected to take the tests, which will lead to the dependence on the samples. Considering the non-dependent sample's deviation, researchers first calculated the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) so as to confirm the severity of the problem. The result shows that ICC is 0.002 and it is generally acknowledged that the value higher than 0.059 needs to apply the standard of hierarchical linear modeling. Therefore, we can use the traditional linear modeling analysis.

We first verify the fitting degree between self-efficacy forming path model and empirical data by using structural equation model. All the measurement index can use the derived variables except measurement index of the out-school ICT science learning behaviors which is adopted the average value of the original items. According to the PISA technique manual, the derived variables are defined as latent variables, thus we have not set the corresponding external measurement errors. Besides, in order to obtain an accurate path coefficient, we add the school and family's ICT equipment resource and family's social economy status in the model as control variables. Moreover, after verification of fitting degree among the whole samples, we further examine formation path coefficient of science self-efficacy and investigate the difference between boys and girls. All the fitting degree verification, path coefficient verification and multiple group analysis adopted Lisrel 8.0 to conduct analysis except the serial mediation effect of path $H_4$ which can not use Lisrel's Sobel Test. The process macro” of Hayes is adopted for the serial mediation testing of $H_4$ which uses SPSS 22.0 [33].

IV. RESULTS

1) Descriptive Statistical Results

Table II is the descriptive statistical result, the average value of variables, standard deviation and the relevant correlation coefficient are offered. Firstly, we start from the average value of variables and standard deviation, except the variables of out-school ICT science learning behaviors calculated by us are positive value, the rest derived variables are negative. According to the PISA 2015 manual, the variables are lower than OECD students when the value is negative. Moreover, the fitting degree verification, path coefficient verification and multiple group analysis adopted Lisrel 8.0 to conduct analysis except the serial mediation effect of path $H_4$ which can not use Lisrel's Sobel Test. The “process macro” of Hayes is adopted for the serial mediation testing of $H_4$ which uses SPSS 22.0 [33].

Note: this table is collected from the PISA 2015 manual by this study [32].
the correlations between out-school ICT leisure activities and science self-efficacy, the correlations of science self-efficacy and other variables are showing significant positive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Dependent Variables</th>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Out-School ICT leisure Activities</th>
<th>ICT self-regulated ability</th>
<th>Out-School Science Learning Behavior</th>
<th>Inquiry-based teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Science Self-Efficacy</td>
<td>-0.109</td>
<td>-0.047*</td>
<td>0.171*</td>
<td>0.336*</td>
<td>0.212*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out-school ICT leisure activities</td>
<td>-0.555</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>-0.317*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT self-regulated ability</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>0.860</td>
<td>0.110*</td>
<td>0.149*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>out-school ICT science learning behavior</td>
<td>1.765</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.110*</td>
<td>0.149*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry-based teaching</td>
<td>-0.387</td>
<td>1.014</td>
<td>0.020*</td>
<td>0.047*</td>
<td>0.295*</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p < 0.05

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chi-square Test</th>
<th>Fitting Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N²</td>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Whole Samples</td>
<td>36114.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys</td>
<td>20979.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls</td>
<td>22625.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note1: the ICT equipment resources at home and school has been taken into consideration in this model.
Note2: the model fitting indexes include NFI, IFI and GFI, the surrogate indexes include CFI, RMSEA and SRMR.

2) The model fit of the pathway from influencing factors on science self-efficacy

Table III is fitting situation of formation path model of science self-efficacy affected by the control variables ICT equipment resource at home, at school and the family social economic status, and the results are divided into whole testing, boys testing and girls testing. According to Table III, after the weighting, the sample quantity exceeded ten million, which resulted in the enlargement of Chi-square value, as a result, three models do not conform to the standard. For the model fitting indexes and surrogate indexes, the models of whole sample testing, boy testing and girl testing have the relatively good fitting results, which indicates that the formation path of science self-efficacy has supported by empirical evidence.

3) The coefficients in the pathway for science self-efficacy and the differences between gender

After confirming the good fitting results, we further analyze formation path coefficient in details and compare the difference between boys and girls, please see the relevant result in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is the result in the various path coefficient after taking the control variables. We can see that the science self-efficacy formation path we proposed is supported in the whole sample part: the result of path \( H_1 \) shows that the more frequent ICT learning behavior is, the more effectiveness of students' science self-efficacy is (\( \beta = 0.285, t = 261.731, p < 0.05 \); for path \( H_2 \), the higher ICT self-regulated ability is, the student are more likely to engage in ICT science learning behavior (\( \beta = 0.119, t = 108.417, p < 0.05 \)); for path \( H_3 \), out-school ICT leisure activities help students to improve their ICT self-regulated ability (\( \beta = 0.275, t = 254.860, p < 0.05 \)); for path \( H_4 \), the influence of out-school ICT leisure activities on science self-efficacy through the intermediary of ICT self-regulated ability and ICT science learning behavior orderly, and the value of indirect effect is 0.010 (SE = 0.002, 95% with a confidence interval from 0.007 to 0.013) which meet the statistically significant level.

For path \( H_5 \) and \( H_6 \), inquiry-based teaching has moderating effect in class, the variable \( \beta \) (inquiry science teaching \( \times \) out-school ICT science learning behavior) = 0.004, \( t = 3.981, p < 0.05 \), the variable \( \beta \) (inquiry science teaching \( \times \) ICT self-regulated ability) = 0.017, \( t = 16.386, p < 0.05 \), the two variables both meet the statistically significant level and require further comparison. By calculation of slope verification, we divided the inquiry-based teaching into high degree and low degree inquiry-based teaching, the positive effect of ICT science learning behavior on science self-efficacy of high degree inquiry-based teaching group are higher than the low degree inquiry-based teaching group (the coefficient of high degree inquiry-based teaching group is 0.549, \( t = 225.188, p < 0.05 \); the coefficient of lower degree inquiry-based teaching group is 0.083, \( t = 9.017, p < 0.05 \)).

The Chi-square test is not suitable for the difference between boys and girls in the formation path coefficient of science self-efficacy due to the great number of samples, then we adopted \( \Delta \)CFI proposed by Cheung and Rensvold in 2002.
as the judgment standard [34]. Regarding the original model and limited model of ΔCFI which exceeds 0.01 as the standard, we found that the main difference between boys and girls in formation path of science self-efficacy as follows: path H₁—the influence of ICT science learning behavior on science self-efficacy (ΔCFI is 0.032) and path H₂—the impact of out-school ICT leisure activities on the ICT self-regulated ability (ΔCFI is 0.022). The coefficient of girls both in path H₁ and H₂ are higher than that of boys. Moreover, for the path H₄—the serial mediation influence of out-school ICT leisure activities on science the indirect effect of girls in path H₄ is 0.012 (SE=0.003, 95% confidence interval from 0.007 to 0.018, and meet the statistically significant level); and the indirect effect of boys in path H₂ is 0.005 (SE=0.002, 95% confidence interval from 0.002 to 0.009, which meet the statistically significant level); according to the figures, we can see the coefficient of girls in this path is higher than that of boys.

With a more comprehensive consideration, this research offers the reference to cultivate students’ self-efficacy. Firstly, the educators should advocate the out-school ICT science learning behavior while continuing to conduct inquiry-based teaching, since the more ICT science learning behavior the student has made, the more self-efficacy the students will get, and the positive effect of these behaviors are close to the medium effect proposed by Cohen in 1988 [35]. The combination between teacher’s teaching and student’s out-school learning is the most important, since the combination of two variables will have positive effect on science self-efficacy so that the effectiveness will double owning to the two variables. For the inquiry-based teaching helps students to increase the self-regulated ability [30], [31], we can speculate that the appearance of inquiry-based teaching will catalyze more independent ICT science learning behaviors. Moreover, more out-school independent ICT science learning behaviors can deepen the influence of inquiry-based teaching on the science self-efficacy. Secondly, the paths of model show that ICT self-regulated ability is the key factor for engaging ICT science learning which indicates that the ICT quality should be taken into consideration in the promoting the science education. There’s a close correlation between ICT and STEM, since the two key factors of STEM are self-regulated minded and enjoyable learning [36], which can be better realized by ICT, and this argument happens to hold the same view with this research. Finally, according to the result of this research, educators should not prohibit students from taking part in ICT leisure activities. To the contrary, they can courage students to participate these activities properly, since the activities can improve their ICT self-regulated ability as well as have indirect positive effect on science self-efficacy. According to the living and learning approach proposed by Erstad in 2012 [19], all the leisure activities and subject learning outside the classroom are the parts of life, and the two parts can’t be completely separated. Leisure and learning can be better linked by ICT, and this research has corroborated that.

VI. TEACHERS’ ROLE’S TRANSITION AS THE EVOLUTION OF ICT AND INTERVENTION STRATEGY FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

The formation path model of science self-efficacy revealed in this research mainly focuses on the positive influence of ICT application on science self-efficacy. However, the teaching strategy in class is just the “catalytic” for regulation main path. From the perspective of metaphor, “catalytic” can accelerate the chemical reaction and it doesn’t involve the body of chemical reaction. Therefore, the teaching strategy is only works as an assistant, and the key point is still the students’ initiative for the after-school science learning by using ICT. Classroom teaching is regarded as an assistant and the key element is student’s after school learning behaviors.
which conforms to the reform trend brought by evolution of information and communication technology in recent years which proposed by Zhou et al. in 2014 [37]. By comparing the education informatization policies at home and abroad, the research found all the new measures about education are about the concept of “priority given to learning” instead of “priority given to teaching”. Furthermore, Pardo argues that as the development of the ICT, the learning methods are not limited in instructor teaching any more. Students can carry on individual learning from the internet [38]. This also indicated that the students are endowed with more responsibilities on learning, for example, students can learn independently by ICT’s assistance. Relatively, as promoters, teachers’ responsibility is to stimulate the learning motivation of science in the class. On this matter, some scholars also agree with this idea. Wang and Tang hold that the key point to integrate the modern information technology and teaching is that the teacher should stimulate the internal motivation of interest of learning [39]; Li et al. regards teachers in the information technology environment as conductors of bands, and they can cultivate students’ interests by their understanding of textbooks [40].

Moreover, although the result of this research shows that the inquiry-based teaching has positive regulation effect both on boys and girls, and there’s no big difference between genders. However, the influence of out-school ICT application exists obvious difference between gender. In fact, the difference between boys and girls in science learning is always a hot topic. In earlier time, scholars analyzed from various dimensions such as visual ability in space, strategy and motivation used in learning, genders stereo type and social experience outside school, and brought out the reason of the difference between genders by discussing the mean difference of the variables between boys and girls [10], [41], [42]. However, in recent years, some researches have switched to compare the formation path between boys and girls due to the inconsistent conclusions of the former researches, and it is found that the difference in formation path of science learning motivation do exist [5], [7]. Corresponding to the trend of overseas research, this research also adopted this analysis tendency, and proposes the following intervention strategies for students’ science learning.

1) Instruct girls to conduct science learning behavior systematically

This research found that the positive influence of ICT science learning behavior on girls is higher than boys, which indicated that instructing the girls to conduct science learning behavior systematically is a practicable intervention strategy to improve girls’ science self-efficacy. For example, first teachers can provide various Internet virtual laboratory sources, then they assign tasks, and allow girls to complete their tasks by using the given sources and finish the assignments, which is also the most common overseas teaching type [22].

2) Notice the assistance of ICT leisure activities for girls

Nowadays, students’ learning can not get rid of ICT products. Instead of prohibiting them, we should the function of them. We found in this research that such activities can improve students’ science self-efficacy by increasing their ability of ICT self-regulated application. According to the investigation made by Chen and Du in 2010, the proportion of ICT leisure activities engagement for girls are lower than boys, which indicated that there’s a space for girls in ICT leisure activities [43]. We suggest the teachers should communicate with parents. Let parents understand the assistance of ICT leisure activities, and leave their children space for ICT leisure activities.

VII. RESEARCH LIMITATIONS

Although the conceptual framework of science self-efficacy established in the study is fitting well with the empirical data, and all the path coefficients reach the statistically significant level and the results supported the assumption we proposed. However, the positive effect out-school ICT leisure activities on self-efficacy, the influence coefficient of ICT self-regulated learning ability on ICT science learning behavior and the positive interaction effect of inquiry-based teaching are relative low which indicated that there are other key variables which are not taken into consideration. Therefore, we should be careful as making explanation on this model. We can use the data of PISA 2015 in the future research to investigate whether there are other variables which can be added in this model and then amplify this model for future usage, whose purpose is to enhance the overall explanation of science self-efficacy, and to understand the connotation of living and learning approach theory proposed by Erstad [19].

ANNOTATION

The results of path H4 can not be seen in the figure, and relevant results are from “process macro” of Hayes.
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